H.L. Blachford Ltd. announces partnership with Italian lubricants and MWF company,
Bellini S.p.A., to distribute products in North America.
[August 5, 2022] H.L. Blachford Ltd., a Canadian chemical manufacturer, is pleased to
announce they signed a partnership agreement on June 1st, 2022 with Bellini Tecnologia Della
Lubrificazione SpA, a lubricants and metal working fluids manufacturer headquartered in
Bergamo, Italy. H.L. Blachford Ltd. will be distributing their products in Canada and the United
States of America. They will now be able to offer their customers a wide variety of new products
ranging from water-miscible coolants, neat cutting oils, forming and drawing lubricants to
industrial lubricants, and more.
“We are excited about this strategic alliance with Bellini. It expands our product offering, allows
us to re-enter key metalworking markets, and brings a strong value proposition to our future
customers,” says Michael Cundari (President, H.L. Blachford Ltd.).
“We enter this partnership with high expectations as Blachford is a technology based chemical
manufacturer with whom we share a similar history and values such as reliability and dedication
to technical customer satisfaction,” says Marco Bellini (President, Bellini SpA). "We think that
North America is one of the most important markets in the world in industrial manufacturing, a
market where Bellini SpA technology can support these industrial processes." says Valentino
Foiadelli (Sales Director, Bellini SpA).
For more information, contact Mark van der Vlist (VP Sales and Marketing, Metal Working,
mvandervlist@blachford.ca, 514-592-6972)

About Bellini S.p.A.
Bellini Tecnologia Della Lubrificazione SpA is a lubricants and metal working fluids
manufacturer that offers a broad range of products, including water-miscible coolants, neat
cutting oils, forming and drawing lubricants, industrial lubricants, industrial fluids, automotive,
rust preventives, industrial greases, special products and all lubricants related to metal
manufacture companies.
Phone: +39 035/673948
Email: info@bellini-lubrificanti.it
Address: Via Don Milani, 8 - 24050 Zanica (BG), Italy

About H.L. Blachford Ltd.
H.L. Blachford has been manufacturing products and supplying diverse industries for over 100
years. Product groups include acoustic and thermal materials for heavy trucks and machinery,
as well as chemicals and lubricants. Within the Blachford Chemical Group’s Metal Working
division, lubricants for ferrous and non-ferrous wire drawing, corrosion protection fluids,
industrial cleaners and pilgering lubricants are manufactured.
Phone: 905-823-3200
Email: mvandervlist@blachford.ca
Address: 2323 Royal Windsor Drive, Mississauga, ON L5J 1K5, Canada

